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Lighter
E L E M E N T S

Pavlov’s Cat
Everyone is familiar with the story
of Pavlov’s dog. On day one, Pavlov
went to the dog’s cage, rang a bell,
and gave the dog food—happy dog.
On day two, Pavlov went to the
cage again, rang the bell, and once
more gave the dog food—very
happy dog. On day three, Pavlov
approached the cage, rang the bell,
and this time, before he could even
give the dog any food, the dog
began to salivate. The dog had been
conditioned to respond to the
sound of the bell.

But an earlier experiment that
few people know about is the one
that Pavlov performed with his cat.
The following is a transcript of
Pavlov’s notes.
Day one: Went to cat’s cage, rang

bell, gave the cat food but it just
rolled over and looked at me as if
to ask what that awful noise was.

Day two: Went to cat’s cage, rang
bell, gave the cat food and it
yawned.

Day three: Went to cat’s cage, cat
was nowhere to be seen, must
have run off.

Day seven: Found cat in neighbor’s
garage under the hood of his car.

Day eight: Went to cat’s cage, rang
bell, but it was silent, looked to
find that cat had stolen clapper.

Day nine: Woke up in the middle of
the night to loud ringing, went to
cat’s cage, took bell away from cat.

Day ten: Went to pet store, bought
dog.
Adapted from an Eddie Izzard skit.

Please send your work-related sto-
ries to the Editorial Office as listed
on page 6. If your humor is pub-
lished, you will receive either a
Today’s Chemist at Work T-shirt or
coffee mug.

Yusef and the Amazing
Technicolor Lab Coat

This is the story of a graduate
student who is doted on by his
supervisor, raising the jealousy of
his lab mates. The supervisor gives
Yusef a special lab coat covered
with a variety of stains. This tech-
nicolor lab coat sends his mates
wild. While on the way to a lab
products show, they trap Yusef in a
cold room and sell him as summer
student labor to a passing postdoc.
Yusef works dutifully for his new
master until another postdoc
messes up the work of the first
postdoc, blaming it on Yusef.

Yusef is then chained to his
bench as a volunteer laborer until
one day, the chair of the depart-
ment walks by bemoaning a
synthesis problem. Yusef offers a
piece of advice involving permeth-
ylation and the chair tells her
graduate students to check it out.

They successfully synthesize the
compound and it turns out to be a
novel drug. To express her grati-
tude, the chair frees Yusef from
his fetters and takes him under
her wing as a protégé. Eventually,
the chair runs off to form her own
company and takes Yusef with her
as head of R&D.

Years later, the lab mates from
Yusef’s original lab are about to
finish their degrees when their
supevisor’s grants run out and
they are destitute. Yusef’s old
supervisor sends them to seek
their fortunes in the mystical
Land of Industry where they acci-
dentally meet on Yusef’s doorstep.
They do not recognize Yusef,
although he knows them, takes
pity on them, and sends for the
old supervisor. They are all happi-
ly reunited, receive their degrees,
and, eventually, are tenured at a
nearby university. 

Randall C. Willis ◆
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